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 Abstract 
The advantage of application of different nanostructures is that 
on one hand new semiconductor devices can be fabricated and 
on the other hand parameters of currently used devices can be 
improved as well. An example of the latter is the group of so 
called inverted quantum dots. The relevant burying process can 
be simulated by multiple methods. One of this methods is taking 
into consideration the microscopic viscosity of melted metals. 
The burying process was described by an empiric model in case 
of gallium and indium metals in a previous research paper of 
ours. A possible new interpretation of microscopic viscosity was 
also scratched in that paper. This new model will be detailed in 
the present paper. 

1 Introduction  

          The advantage of application of different nanostructures is that new semiconductor 
devices can be fabricated (eg. quantum dot (QD) cell automates [1][2]) or the parameters of currently 
used devices can be improved significantly (as in the case of high efficiency solar cells [3][4]). These 
devices can be fabricated in divers ways, for example with droplet epitaxy [5][6][7], which is a type 
of molecular beam epitaxy [8][9] [10] [11].  

 
           One of these nanostructures is the group of so-called inverted quantum dots [12]. These 

structures cab be prepared by droplet epitaxy mentioned above [13]. The idea of droplet epitaxy was 
developed by Koguchi and his associates in the beginning of ‘90’s [14]. The essence of this 
technology is that first a metallic droplet of the third group (eg. Gallium) is deposited onto the GaAs 
carrier. Afterwards a nanostructure is formed. The type of this nanostructure is a function of several 
factors: the temperature of the sample, Arsenic background pressure, Gallium flux, annealing time 
and temperature (Fig 1) [15]. 

 
            As it can be seen on (Figure 1) nanoholes are formed at high temperature and minimal 

As background pressure [12] [16]. This happens according to the process detailed below. A Ga 
droplet is deposited onto the GaAs substrate. As atoms diffuse into the droplet from the substrate 
due to the gradient of concentration. Arsenic atoms desorb from the surface of the droplet, 
meanwhile Gallium atoms leave the droplet via surface diffusion. Finally, a nanohole is formed. 
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Figure 1. (a) The types of evolving nanostructures as function of Arsenic pressure and temperature 
of the carrier (source: [15]); (b) Surficial physical processes. (1) adsorption, (2) surficial diffusion, 

(3) desorption (source [16]); (c) Phases of nanohole formation (source [16]) 

𝑟0 denotes the outer radius (of the ring around the nanohole), ℎ𝑤 is the height of ring, 𝑑𝐻 is the depth 
of nanohole. If the nanohole is buried with metallic (eg. Ga) atoms an inverted quantum dot is formed. 
There are four types of inverted quantum dots: those belonging to type 1 are white light emitters, 
those of type 2 are partially filled inverted quantum dots, those of type 3 are ultra-low density 
quantum dots, and those of type 4 are vertically stacked quantum dot molecules [16]. There are 
multiple ways to simulate the burying process, eg. Kinetic Monte Carlo algorithm at atomic level [17] 
or taking into consideration the microscopic viscosity of the melted metal [18] [19]. 

 
          The dynamic viscosity is a factor depending on the quality of the fluid that connects 

shear stress to velocity of deformation. 

𝜏 =  𝜇 ∗ 
𝑑𝛾

𝑑𝑡
,                                                                     (1) 

where 𝜏 is the shearing stress, 𝜇 is the dynamic viscosity, 𝑑𝛾/𝑑𝑡 is the velocity of deformtion. This 
type of viscosity can be determined according to multiple ways in case of liquid metals. Now the 
Arrhenius-Andrande equation will be used [20] as shown below: 

𝜇(𝑇) = 𝜇0 ∗ 𝑒
𝐸0

𝑅∗𝑇.                                                                 (2) 

𝜇(𝑇) is the dynamic viscosity as a function of temperature, 𝑇 is the temperature in Kelvins, 𝜇0 is a 

pre-exponential factor (0.436 for Gallium), 𝐸0 is the bulk cohesion energy (it is  271 kJ/𝑚𝑜𝑙 for 
Gallium) [21], R is the universal gas constant (8,3144 𝐽/𝐾∗𝑚𝑜𝑙). 
 
                 The latter method was used in our previous research [18][19][22]. The burying of the hole 
was described with an empiric model for metals Gallium and Indium in the corresponding papers of 
ours and briefliy outlined a possible new theoretical model of microscopic viscosity. We detail this 
model in the present paper. 

2 The new theoretical model 

The atoms that arrive from the atomic source (Knudsen cell) condensate on the surface where 
multiple physical processes may take place. The processes can be divided into three major groups: 
(1) adsorption, (2) surficial diffusion, (3) desorption. The processes compete with each other at the 
same time during crystal growth (Figure 1/b). 

 

This layer growing process can be modelled by continuous and by discrete models. 
[23]. One kind of discrete models is the Kinetic Monte-Carlo algorithm. We start with this 
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algorithm to explain the possible new model of microscopic viscosity. Let us define the 
probability of the occurance of an event at atomic level. [17] [24]:  

𝑃(𝐸𝑎 , 𝑇) =  𝑒−
𝐸𝑎

𝑅∗𝑇,                                                                 (3)  

where 𝐸𝑎 is the activation energy of the given event, 𝑇 is the temperature in Kelvins, 𝑅is the universal 
gas constant (8,3144 𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙∗𝐾). With this formula one can define the freqence of change of location: 

𝑘 = 𝑘0 𝑒−
𝐸𝑎

𝑅∗𝑇,                                                                     (4)  

where a 𝑘0 is the energy of atomic vibration. It can be determined as: 

𝑘0 =  
2∗𝑇∗𝑘𝐵

ℎ
,                                                                      (5)  

where 𝑘𝐵 is the Boltzmann constant, ℎ is the Planck constant. Let us define the 𝜌 = 𝜌(𝐸𝑎 , 𝑇)  
geometric factor as:  

𝜌(𝐸𝑎 , 𝑇) = 𝑙 ∗ 𝑒
2∗𝐸𝑎
𝑅∗𝑇 ,                                                              (6)  

where 𝑙 is a free parameter that can be scalar or function of either one or multiple variables. 
Consequently, the formula of microscopic dynamic viscosity is: 

𝜇(𝐸𝑎 , 𝑇) = 𝑘 ∗ 𝜌(𝐸𝑎 , 𝑇) = 𝑘0 ∗ 𝑒−
𝐸𝑎

𝑅∗𝑇 ∗ 𝑙 ∗ 𝑒
2∗𝐸𝑎
𝑅∗𝑇 = 𝑘0 ∗ 𝑙 ∗ 𝑒

𝐸𝑎
𝑅∗𝑇,                          (7) 

where 𝑘0 ∗ 𝑙 product is the microscopic pre-exponential factor. Let 𝐸𝑎 activation energy be equal to 
the bonding energy of atoms (𝐸𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑). Furthermore let us suppose that the surface is absolutely 
smooth in starting condition in other words the process starts with a surface free of atomic clusters. 
Let us introduce 𝐸𝑝 which is the cohesion energy of the nanoparticle supposing that nanoparticle is 

ball shaped [25].  In this case the bonding energy of the atoms and cohesion energy of the 
nanoparticle are related in the formula below: 

𝐸𝑝 =
1

2
∗

𝑅3

𝑟3 ∗ 𝛽 ∗ 𝐸𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑 ∗ (1 − 3 ∗
𝑟

𝑅
),                                                (8) 

where 𝑅 is the radius of the nanoparticle, 𝑟 is the radius of the atom, 𝛽 is the number of atomic 
bondings. The melting temperature of the nanoparticle is as follows: 

𝑇𝑝 =
0,0032

𝑘𝐵
∗

1

2
∗

𝑅3

𝑟3 ∗ 𝛽 ∗ 𝐸𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑 ∗ (1 − 3 ∗
𝑟

𝑅
),                                                    (9)  

where 𝑘𝐵 is the Boltzmann constant. Thus a possible new formula of microscopic viscosity is:        

𝜇(𝐸𝑝, 𝑇) = 𝑘0 ∗ 𝑙 ∗ 𝑒
𝐸𝑝

𝑅∗𝑇.                                                           (10)                                                                                                        

3 Discussion 

In this section it will be discussed that what is the relationship between the theoretical model 
described above and a monoexponential empirical model in case of indium and gallium. It follows 
that 𝑙 free parameter can be defined as: 

  𝑙 =
𝑎

𝑘0
=

𝑎∗ℎ

2∗𝑘𝐵∗𝑇
,                                                                 (11) 

according to formula (10) where 𝑎 is the basic term of exponential function.  
 
In case of Gallium the bonding energy is 6.27507e+15 J, the radius of an atom is 136 pm. On 

Figure 2 an empirical model is sketched the formula of which is: 

𝜇(𝐸𝑝, 𝑇) = 7,533 ∗ 𝑒−0,003907∗𝑥,                                                (12) 
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where 𝑥 is the negative reciprocal of the temperature (𝑥 = −
1

𝑇
).   

 

 

Figure 2. Microscopic viscosity of Gallium as a function of the temperature. A monoexponential  
empirical approximation 

In equation (10) in the exponent of exponential term the value of 𝐸𝑝 cohesion energy is 

0.0324843608 J. After reformulating and solving the equation (8) it is obtained that there are 27 
Gallium atoms in the nanoparticle. The base term is 𝑘0 ∗ 𝑙 =  7,533. It follows that in case of Gallium 
the value of factor 𝑙 is: 

𝑙 =
1.8077∗10−10

𝑇
.                                                          (13) 

as a function of the temperature. 

 

In case of Indium the bonding energy is 1.033362e+16 J, the radius of an atom 155 pm. On 
Figure 3 a monoexponential empirical model is shown: 

𝜇(𝐸𝑝, 𝑇) = 9,438 ∗ 𝑒−0,003396∗𝑥,                                            (14) 

where 𝑥 is the negative reciprocal of the temperature (𝑥 = −
1

𝑇
).   
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Figure 3. Microscopic viscosity of Indium as a function of the temperature. A monoexponential 
empirical model. 

In equation (10) in the exponent of exponential term the value of 𝐸𝑝 cohesion energy is 

0.0282357024 J.  Rearranging equation (8) yields that the nanoparticle contains 27 In atoms. The 
base term is 𝑘0 ∗ 𝑙 =  9,438. Subsequently factor  𝑙 is: 

𝑙 =
2.2648∗10−10

𝑇
.                                                         (15) 

as a function of temperature. 

Conclusion  

Either new semiconductor devices can be fabricated or parameters of currently used devices 
can be improved with nanostructures. These nanostructures can be manufactured by droplet epitaxy 
which is a type of molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). The so called inverted quantum dots belong to 
this kind of nanostructures. This kind of nanostructures are fabricated as follows. A nanohole is 
prepared and is buried thereafter. The burying process can be simulated in multiple ways. One 
possible method is taking into consideration the microscopic viscosity of molten metals. In this paper 
the new model of the dynamic viscosity of molten metals is detailed. This new model was compared 
to a former empirical model of ours. This two models can be correlated. 
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